**DISC ONE**

**SET ONE**
- 01 INTRO 0:53
- 02 EYE KNOW WHY 9:20
- 03 SMILE 9:16
- 04 HLT 10:33
- 05 LOOK AT WHERE WE ARE 5:38
- 06 JUST ONE STORY 8:35
- 07 ELVIS’ WILD RIDE* 6:38
- 08 BREAKIN’ THRU* 8:29
- 09 SITTIN’ ON TOP OF THE WORLD* 4:57

**DISC TWO**

**SET TWO**
- 01 COME AS YOU ARE* 11:00
- 02 LIFE DURING WARTIME* 3:19
- 03 COME AS YOU ARE* 0:51
- 04 QUINN, THE ESKIMO (THE MIGHTY QUINN) 9:04
- 05 LOST 10:42
- 06 SEARCH 6:29
- 07 DRUMS 6:22

**DISC THREE**

**SET THREE**
- 01 GOLD RUSH* 5:34
- 02 HIGH ON A MOUNTAINTOP* 5:34
- 03 RIVERTRANCE*** 11:36
- 04 RIVER’S RISING*** 7:26
- 05 RIVERTRANCE*** 9:18
- **ENCORE**
  - 06 CHATTER 1:01
  - 07 SUPERSTITION** 7:01

* features Drew Emmett (mandolin & vocals)
** features Drew Emmett (electric guitar & vocals)
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